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Queens’ Old Library Illuminated
Manuscripts Exhibition
(Nov 25-Dec 4)
Having amassed one of the finest Cambridge collections of manuscripts during
the medieval era, Queens’ disposed of it
all in the 16th century, only to start collecting manuscripts again less than 100
years later. These survivors of the Middle
Ages record not only eye-catching medieval
book art, but also the crucial role their
creators played in transmitting ancient
learning to the present. Donated largely by
17th- & 18th-century College members &
associates, the Queens’ collection tells many
fascinating stories, not least, of the earlymodern urge to rediscover the medieval
past.
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Initial from Queens’ MS 18. Gilbertus Porretanus, Super Psalmos (12th
century).

Please join us in the Munro Room/Old Library for wine and nibbles on Wed Nov. 25 at 5.15 when the exhibition opens with a brief
talk by Dr Stella Panayotova (Keeper of Manuscripts at the Fitzwilliam Museum, Cambridge). RSVP to library@queens.cam.ac.uk (by
Nov 18). The exhibition will then be open to view @ 12.30-4.00 on
Nov 26-7, 30-Dec 4. We look forward to seeing you!

Welcome to the start of a new academic
year at Queens’! If you’re new and missed our
induction sessions (or have forgotten how to
use the Library) please see our ‘Getting Started
at Queens’ Library’ leaflet for the basics: e.g.
borrowing books, copying and printing on the
photocopier, ordering books, etc. Do ask us if
you experience difficulties finding/using books
& e-resources. We are always happy to help.
A very helpful leaflet!
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Quiet, Quirky, Close to
Coffee, Old or Interesting
Launched this month, Spacefinder is a
mobile-friendly website that helps you
find new study spaces in Cambridge
(libraries, cafes) based on your preferences (quiet, bit of noise, inspiring,
modern, etc.). Designed by the Cambridge Libraries, we hope you find it
useful!
Queens’ Old Library celebrates the recent return
of its huge ‘Oriental’ collection.
Having been on loan to the Faculty of Asian & Middle
Eastern Studies for 43 years, we are delighted to welcome
home this fabulous 16th-19th cent collection, reflective of
Queens’ once-leading reputation in Hebrew, Arabic, & Syriac studies. Find out more & see pictures in a Blog posted
by our new Library Graduate Trainee, Lindsey Askin.

Old Library Workshops
Interested in knowing more about Queens' Old Library & its 15th-18th century books? If so come along
to one of our 60-min OL Workshops on 11 & 20 Nov @
3.00pm & 9.00am (respectively), led by Tim Eggington. (7 per session–To avoid disappointment please
book early by emailing tje25@cam.ac.uk)

‘The best thing for being sad,’ said Merlyn, beginning
to puff and blow, ‘is to learn something.’
-T.H. White, The Once and Future King

A small exhibition on author and Queens’
alumnus T.H. White (1906-64; best known for
The Once and Future King and The Goshawk) is
now on display in the WML ground floor. The
display celebrates Queens’ Old Library’s T.H.
White archive and a recent acquisition by
the Library of a collection of White’s letters.
Right: photo of T.H. White at Trim Castle Ireland taken by his illustrator Raymond McGrath in 1945, part of the recent acquisition.

